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Foreword
ADVISOR Enterprise is a Training Management System that drives training efficiency by (a) aligning current and
future training activities to operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training with minimal
value; (b) forecasting and comparing the costs of viable delivery options; (c) uncovering cost drivers; and (d)
improving resource allocation. ADVISOR is built around the ADDIE model with the added flexibility of starting the
analysis at any level. ADVISOR is made up of the following modules that can be used separately or in any
combination.
Needs
Assessment

Assess: To find out “the cause of the problem and potential solutions”. Provides a step by step approach
for understanding a problem before selecting the solution – in other words, before assuming that training
is needed. Needs Assessment provides an audit trail and serves as the foundation for decisions by zeroing
in on the source of the problem, identifying solutions that can produce the desired level of productivity,
and highlighting actions that will generate the greatest impact. [Scope and Needs Assessment].

Training
Analysis

Analysis: To find out “who needs to be trained, on what and why”. Provides a step by step approach for
conducting Training Needs Analysis (TNA) or Training Systems Requirements Analysis (TSRA) to identify
training needed by each job, position and employee to perform duties to the desired standard under the
prescribed conditions. Four approaches may be used to conduct training analysis, namely Mission,
System, Competency or Job. [Mission Analysis, Competency Analysis, System Analysis, Job Task Analysis,
Knowledge/Skill Gap Analysis and Training Requirements Analysis].

Training
Design

Design: To find out “what is the most effective and economical way to deliver training”. Provides a step
by step approach for conducting Training Media Analysis (TMA) or Option Analysis to identify the most
cost effective strategy for the delivery of training and generates Training Plans. The analysis takes into
account limitations, instructional design requirements, upfront and recurring costs over training program
life as well as risks associated with the introduction of new technology. [Media Analysis, Cost Analysis and
Training Plans].

Fidelity
Analysis

Develop: To find out the “fidelity requirements of training devices”. Provides a step by step approach for
assessing the functional requirements of trainers and simulators based on training needs and
performance objectives. It identifies visual, tactile, olfactory, affective and auditory sensory cues needed
to practice tasks, within realistic environments, under preset conditions to attain the desired level of
competency. In addition, ADVISOR takes into account elements within the virtual world and how users
interact with each.

Resource
Management

Implementation: To find out “how much money and resources are needed”. Compiles and analyzes
missions/goals, competencies, systems, jobs, tasks, training requirements, courses, activities, costs,
personnel and resources to generate concise, up to date and actionable reports. The reports provide
insight on planned training activities for any time period; training requirements for each job/employee;
budget, personnel and resource requirements, training impact as well as how to drive training
effectiveness and efficiency by leveraging technology, improving resource allocation and identifying gaps,
duplications and unwarranted training. [Forecast and Optimize Training Budgets, Personnel and
Resources].

Project
Management

Implementation: To find out “how training should be implemented”. Provides a step by step approach
for planning a project and tracking progress in real time. This includes the setup of phases and tasks,
dependencies and constraints, timelines as well as the assignment of personnel and resources needed to
complete. Moreover, ADVISOR tracks progress by comparing hours worked and money spent on each
task to project plan, to anticipate delays, facilitate the implementation of corrective measures, and keep
projects on-time and within budget. [Develop Project Plans and Track Progress].
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Performance
Analysis

Evaluation: To find out “how training impacts performance and organizational goals”. Provides a step by
step approach for improving performance by zeroing in on the source of the problem and identifying
solutions that can produce the desired level of productivity. Moreover, ADVISOR highlights actions that
will generate the greatest impact by assessing the feasibility of implementing plausible solutions as well
as forecasting the costs, benefits and Return on Investment (ROI) of each intervention. [Performance
Gap Analysis, Root Cause Analysis and Cost Benefit Analysis].

Training Life
Cycle
Management

Manage: To “continually uncover venues to drive training effectiveness & efficiency”. Maintains training
effectiveness and efficiency over time by continually assessing the impact of changes to missions, jobs,
tasks, systems, policies, technologies, throughput, and so forth on training content and activities; as well
as budget, personnel and resource requirements. This is attained through a digital-twin model that
continually aligns training activities to operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training
with minimal value. Results (personnel/resource requirements for any time period; cost drivers;
bottlenecks and deficiencies) are quickly and concisely communicated through dashboards. Actions that
drive training effectiveness and efficiency are also highlighted.
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Approach
Why is ADVISOR Enterprise so effective? Because it focuses on operational requirements – i.e., identifies
the knowledge, skills and competencies needed by each job, position and employee to attain
organizational missions/goals, as well as the most efficient way to achieve. In addition, data and evidence
data support the decision making process, helping you create consensus to stay the course.
Using our proprietary methodology, your efforts unfold in four phases, as follows:

Discover

• Define Missions/Goals.
• Identify Tasks needed by each Job/Position/Employee to attain missions/goals.
• Identify Training requirements.
• Outline current Training Courses/Activities.
• Find out where money and resources are allocated.

Strategize

• Map Training Courses/Activities to Operational Requirements to identify gaps,
duplications and unwarranted training.
• Assesss alternate venues for the delivery of training.
• Uncover resource allocation.
• Uncover cost drivers.

Prioritize

• Prioritize Training Courses/Activities - from highest to lowest impact on missions/
goals.
• Prioritize recommended changes to current delivery options.
• Identify personnel/resources excess capabilities and bottlenecks.
• Identify strategies for mitigating high cost items.

Optimize

• Develop an implementation strategy starting with low risk, low cost, high impact
options.
• Align personnel/resources with new strategy.
• Develop project plans and monitor progress.
• Assess and validate results.
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ADVISOR Simplifies and Speeds
Training Needs Analysis
Speed Data Collection

Speed Data Analysis

Collect data from Subject Matter Experts offline through
custom-built Excel spreadsheets and upload to ADVISOR
in few mouse clicks. Exchange data with other systems
through xml.

Identify and Prioritize Training Requirements of each Task
based Difficulty, Importance and Frequency (DIF); and
present reasoning behind recommendations.

Facilitate Data Sharing, Reusability &
Management
Store all data in a centralized database accessible anytime
and from anywhere by all team members with only a
Browser.
Track changes made by each team member and preserve
multiple versions of each analysis.
Simplify data manipulation through a drag and drop like
interface that preserves existing links.
Minimize duplication by storing Tasks, Knowledge and
Skills in easy to access searchable repositories.
Facilitate the reusability of Missions, Systems, Jobs, Tasks,
Objectives and so forth through Search functions to
quickly locate and copy desired elements.
Facilitate the merging of similar records (Learning
Objectives, for example) while preserving links.
Generate audit trail with one click to track where each
requirement has been addressed and gaps.

Preserve Training Integrity
Quickly identify Jobs, Tasks, Courses, Activities, Lessons
and Objectives that could be impacted by a change to
mission, system, reference or policy.

Facilitate Budget/Personnel/Resource
Management
Forecast training budget, personnel and resource
requirements for multiple courses/activities for any time
period in minutes.

Minimize the number of media analyses to be performed
without compromising integrity, by grouping Learning
Objectives with similar characteristics based on Bloom’s
Taxonomy and analyzing as a single entity.
Media Analysis: Quickly identify viable delivery options
for each Learning Objective by mapping instructional
requirements to the capability of each media. Reasons for
eliminating or reducing rating of a delivery option are
automatically presented.
Cost Analysis: Store common measures such as hourly
rates of developers, instructors and support staff; per
diem and travel costs; start-up and operating costs of
equipment, simulators, facilities, etc., in Templates to
quickly forecast and compare budget, personnel and
resources requirements of viable delivery options over
training program life cycle.
Performance Analysis: Quickly zero in on the root cause
of a performance deficiency by considering crew and
supervisors’ feedback, tools, policies and work
environment to identify viable solutions (including
training, job aids, policies, tools, etc.) that can yield the
desired level of productivity.

Speed Report Generation
Generate over eighty (80) types of reports including
Master Task List, Master Training Task List, Media and
Objective Report, Cost and Resource Analysis Report,
Training Plans, etc., to support corporate, government
and various military organizations.
ADVISOR cuts time needed to conduct TSRAs from 18
months to 6 months.
Jeffrey Hogan, Lead TSRA Analyst, USfalcon
Changes to Lesson Design Report that could have taken
days to complete can now be generated within 20
minutes.
Jack Wierengo, Database Administrator, Boeing
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ADVISOR Drives Training Efficiency
Minimize Training Duplication

Reveal Training Creep

Map training courses/activities to operational
requirements to identify and highlight courses/
activities that address the same requirement. In
other words, duplicate training activities.

Map training courses/activities to operational
requirements to identify and highlight courses/
activities that do not address an operational
requirement. In other words, training activities that
are no longer relevant.

Identify Training Gaps

Uncover Cost Drivers

Map training courses/activities to operational
requirements to identify operational requirements
that are not being addressed. In other words,
training gaps.

Forecast budget, personnel and resource
requirements over training program life cycle to
uncover cost drivers. In other words, where budget,
personnel and resources are allocated.

Generate Project Plans

Leverage Training Technology

Minimize delays and cost overruns by producing solid
project plans, tracking progress in real-time,
anticipating problems and pinpointing corrective
measures.

Quickly forecast and compare the costs of viable
delivery options to identify optimal solution; and
conduct what if scenarios in minutes to assess the
impact of blended delivery, build versus buy, use of
internal versus external personnel, and so forth.

Improve Resource Allocation

Improve Performance

Track personnel/resources utilization rates over any
time period to identify excess capabilities and
bottlenecks.

Maximize training impact by uncovering the root
cause of a performance deficiency and focusing
resources on the most critical initiatives.

Proven Track Record
ADVISOR supports multiple military standards including US MIL-HDBK-29612, Canadian (CFITES)
and UK JSP 822, is highly configurable and customizable, and has been successfully implemented
in several projects including:






Joint Strike Fighter (JSF)
US Army Training Enterprise Integration
US Army Blackhawk (BH)
US Aircrew Training & Rehearsal Support
Air Force Space Command Joint Mission System







Canadian Tactical Airlift Project (C130J)
Canadian Officer Development Program
Airworthiness Training Needs Assessment
Operational Training System Provider (OTSP)
Air Technician Training Renewal (ATTR)







US Navy Poseidon (P-8A)
Marine Corps Blackhawk (CH-53K)
Marine Corps Small Unmanned Aircraft System
UK Military Flying Training System (MFTS)
UK Defence Training Review (DTR)







Army Land Vehicle Crew Training
Canadian Navy Arctic Offshore Patrol Ship (AOPS)
Canadian Coast Guard Polar Ice Breaker
Republic of Singapore Basic Wing Course (BWC)
Republic of Singapore Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

ADVISOR “… determines the most effective and
efficient media for a given situation.”
Canadian Forces CFITES

ADVISOR is “… the preferred decision support tool”
for UK MoD.

Joint Service Publication (JSP) 822
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Chapter 1: Getting Started
1.1 Introduction
Globalization, technology and demographics are affecting the way organizations are running their
businesses which in-turn is having a significant impact on workplace learning and performance. Upon
examining the statistics over a four year period, Van Buren and Woodwell (2000) concluded that “success
in today’s economy depends more than anything else on knowledge and learning” – a view shared by both
senior executives as well as HRD professionals. The problem arises, however, in the way the results are
measured. From senior executives’ perspective, training is a strategic investment that is expected to
provide the organization with a competitive edge. HRD professionals, on the other hand, “often value
people development for its own sake rather than something that should be linked to business strategy.”

ADVISOR Enterprise is a web based Training Management System. It simplifies and speeds training needs
analysis, forecasts and optimizes training resources, improves resource allocation and generates audit
trail to support recommendations. This includes:
 Who needs to be trained on what and why
 What is the most effective and efficient training option
 What fidelity requirements are needed for training devices
 How much money and resources are needed
 How to keep projects on time and within budget
 Is training driving performance and additional interventions needed
As one can also appreciate, storing all analysis in a centralized database that can be accessed anytime and
from anywhere with only a browser will greatly facilitate collaboration and sharing of data among team
members, minimize duplication and facilitate the upkeep of analysis over time and in-turn to keep training
programs effective, efficient and relevant.
In addition to reducing the analysis time, ADVISOR provides consistent and reliable results by utilizing
common measures such as hourly rates of developers, instructors, support staff; average time needed to
develop, manage and support courses; average per diem and travel costs; equipment operational costs;
etc., to quickly and accurately forecast the money and resources needed for one or multiple training
programs. With critical, up to date, concise and meaningful reports within easy reach, duplications and
problem areas can be quickly identified, impact of changes can be readily assessed, plausible solutions
investigated, and personnel/resources reallocated to continually drive efficiency.
Although most organizations follow variations of the Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and
Evaluation (ADDIE) model to design and develop effective and efficient training; data to be collected,
analysis to be conducted and reports to be generated can vary significantly from one organization to
another. This guide provides detailed instructions on how to configure ADVISOR in line with your
organization or clients’ needs, as well as streamline user’s interface by limiting access to relevant areas.
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1.2 How Can ADVISOR Help You?
 Needs Assessment
 Speed data collection. Collect data from employees, supervisors, subject matter experts, etc.,
offline through custom-built questionnaires. Exchange data with other systems through xml.
 Facilitate Collaboration. Store all data in a centralized database – accessible anytime and from
anywhere by team members with only a Browser. Track changes made by each individual.
 Facilitate Reusability: Search, locate and copy relevant missions/goals, jobs and Tasks among
projects with ease.
 Speed Analysis: Quickly Identify Jobs and Tasks that may contribute to a performance gap; as well
as plausible solutions to address performance gaps.
 Minimize Waste: Avoid solutions with minimal impact on performance deficiency, solutions that
do not meet organizational need or contribute to bottom line – i.e., costly decisions based on
faulty assumptions.
 Maximize Impact: Prioritize solutions based on impact – i.e., where budget and resources should
be allocated.
 Speed Report Generation: Produce Root Cause Analysis and Needs Assessment reports in a few
mouse clicks.
 Training Analysis
 Speed data collection. Tasks hierarchy including attributes, knowledge and skills can be collected
offline through Excel and imported in a few mouse clicks.
 Facilitate collaboration, sharing and reuse of data. Store all data in a centralized database
accessible anytime and from anywhere with a Browser.
 Automatically store Project Tasks in a single repository to facilitate management and reuse. Each
Task can be assigned to multiple Missions/Jobs.
 Automatically compile Knowledge/Skills/Attitudes (KSAs) under each Project and Job to minimize
duplication as well as facilitate management and reuse. Each item can be assigned to multiple
Tasks/Objectives.
 Simplify Alignment between Mission, System and Job Tasks. Alert users as changes unfold and resync Mission, System and Job Tasks in a single click.
 Configure each Project in line with your needs. Start analysis with Missions, Competencies or Job
Tasks and assess priority based on Difficulty, Importance and Frequency.
 Generate Master Task List (MTL), Master Training Task List (MTTL), Job Task List (JTAR), Training
Plans (TP) and many more reports in a single click.
 Quickly identify Tasks, Courses and Learning Objectives impacted by a change to policy, system or
tool.
 Training Design
 Speed data collection. Objectives and attributes can be collected offline using Excel and imported
in a few mouse clicks.
 Facilitate collaboration, sharing and reuse of data. Store all data in a centralized database
accessible anytime and from anywhere with a Browser.
 Configure each project in line with needs. Specify analysis to be conducted, costs to be captured
and media to be considered.
 Minimize costly errors by assessing risk and viability of 40+ delivery options through a decision
matrix that maps instructional requirements to media capabilities.
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 Conduct multiple what if scenarios within minutes.
 Increase throughput, reduce travel costs and time away from job by exploring blended delivery,
build versus buy and internal versus external personnel use.
 Store common measures such as hourly rates of developers, instructors and support staff; per
diem and travel costs; etc., in templates to quickly forecast and compare money and resources
needed.
 Generate Objectives Media Analysis Report (OMAR), Cost Analysis, Training Plans (TP) and many
more reports in a single click.
 Fidelity Analysis
 Speed data collection. Performance and learning objectives including standards and conditions
can be collected offline using Excel.
 Quickly search and copy relevant sensory cues from one device to another.
 Facilitate collaboration and sharing of data. Store all data in a centralized database accessible
anytime and from anywhere with a Browser.
 Focus resources on trainer/simulator requirements that would generate the greatest value.
 Quickly identify performance/learning objectives that can/cannot be supported as trainer/
simulator specifications change.
 Meet clients’ needs by ensuring that proposed solutions will attain the desired outcomes.
 Minimize waste by avoiding trainers/simulators that do not meet learning needs and performance
objectives – i.e., costly decisions based on faulty assumptions.
 Generate Trainer System Requirements Report, in a single click; and conduct multiple what-if
scenarios within a few minutes.
 Resource Management
 Facilitate collaboration, sharing and data compilation. Store all data in centralized database
accessible anytime and from anywhere with a Browser,
 Conduct multiple what if scenarios in minutes. Link personnel and resources time requirements
to number of trainees, trainees/instructor ratio, course length and media. One change updates
all values.
 Improve personnel and resource allocation by forecasting needs and tracking utilization rates.
 Zero-in on required data by setting-up filters and search criteria.
 Facilitate resource tracking. Personnel and resources are stored in templates that can be assigned
to multiple courses and updated throughout in a single click.
 Reveal duplication and training creep by identifying Learning Objectives linked to similar
Knowledge and Skills, and those that do not support specific Performance Objectives.
 Uncover and duplicate efficient training programs and correct problem areas by generating
benchmark reports.
 Quickly forecast budget, personnel and resource requirements for one or multiple courses for any
given time period.
 Project Management
 Facilitate collaboration and data exchange. Projects and personnel skills and activities are stored
in a centralized database accessible anytime and from anywhere with a Browser.
 Quickly and accurately forecast time and budget needed to develop, deliver, maintain and support
training programs using templates.
 Produce viable project plans that recognize interdependencies among tasks and constraints.
 Improve resource allocation by tracking the overall utilization rates of personnel and resources.
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 Speed data collection; minimize delays and cost overruns by tracking progress in real time. Hours
worked on each Task and items completed are reported in real-time.
 Automatically compile and analyze data from team members, update projects status and
communicate results to clients.
 Anticipate problems and pinpoint corrective measures by continually assessing progress relative
to project plan.
 Forecast future personnel and resource needs based on upcoming projects.
 Performance Analysis
 Speed data collection. Reasons behind performance deficiency can be collected offline using
Excel.
 Facilitate collaboration and sharing of data. Store all data in a centralized database accessible
anytime and from anywhere with a Browser.
 Quickly identify Jobs and Tasks that impact Mission Performance by flagging Tasks that support
Mission.
 Minimize waste by avoiding solutions with minimal impact on performance deficiency, do not
meet business need or contribute to bottom line – i.e., costly decisions based on faulty
assumptions.
 Leverage templates to quickly forecast and compare budget and resources requirements of viable
interventions.
 Improve performance and maximize impact by prioritizing solutions needed to meet goals,
focusing on most critical initiatives and generating plan of action.
 Meet clients’ needs by ensuring that proposed solutions will attain the desired outcomes.
 Generate Performance Analysis, Root Cause Analysis, Cost Benefit Analysis, Training System Basis
Analysis (TSBA) and many more reports in a few mouse clicks.
 Training Life Cycle Management
 Reveal Training Creep. Map training activities to operational requirements to identify and
highlight training that is no longer relevant.
 Identify Training Gaps. Identify training requirements that are not being addressed; including
potential impact on missions/goals.
 Minimize Duplication. Identify similar Knowledge/Skills delivered within multiple courses.
 Facilitate Budget and Resource Management: Quickly forecast training activities, budget and
personnel/resource requirements for any time period.
 Uncover Cost Drivers. Forecast spending over training programs life cycle to uncover cost drivers
– i.e., activities that consume the most budget, personnel and resources.
 Uncover Cost per Trainee. Identify courses/activities needed to attain specific set of qualifications
including cost breakdown.
 Facilitate Resource Management. Forecast personnel and resources needed to undertake current
and upcoming projects, and map to existing capabilities to identify excess capabilities and
bottlenecks.
 Leverage Training Technology. Identify viable technologies that could improve training
effectiveness and efficiency.
 Uncover Time to Competency. Identify courses/activities needed to attain specific set of
competencies, including time required.
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 Support and Document Decisions. Present results with confidence. Based on extensive research,
tested on thousands of training programs and used by hundreds of organizations since 1995. The
reasoning behind the recommendations are clearly presented and can be easily validated.
 Develop Effective Presentations. Generate clear, simple to follow charts, tables and reports to
effectively communicate the results to others.
 Customize to Better Meet your Needs. ADVISOR is highly configurable and customizable. If you
require new fields, media or analysis; integration with existing systems or generating new reports,
BNH provides several options to meet your needs. Moreover, all customizations are carried forward
in future releases at no additional cost.

1.3 System Requirements
Database/Server Minimum Requirements
 2 CPU Processor with 4GB of RAM
 5 GB of free Hard Disk Space
 Windows 2000, 2003, 2008, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019, 7, 8, 8.1, 10, NT, or Sun Solaris 9.0 or higher, or
Linux Red Hat 6.0 or higher
 Web Server that supports Java Virtual Machine and can run Java Servlet. Supported products include:
Tomcat 4.0 or higher, IBM WebSphere 4.0 or higher, Resin, Oracle Application Server, Jserv and
others…
 Oracle version 9i, 10g, 11g, 12c, 18c or 19c.
Workstation/Desktop Minimum Requirements
 Pentium IV with 512 MB RAM
 200 MB of free Hard Disk Space
 Windows 98, ME, XP, VISTA, 7, 8, 10, NT, 2000, 2003, 2008, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019 or Oracle Solaris 9.0
or higher or Linux Red Hat 6.0 or higher
 Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher, Microsoft Edge, Mozilla Firefox 3.0 or higher, Google Chrome, or Safari
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1.4 Getting Started
To log on to ADVISOR Enterprise, go to http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com, click on “Log in”, input your
Username and Password, and click [Login]. A Popup Window with step by step instructions is presented
to familiarize you with ADVISOR. You may change your username, password and preferences by clicking
on the Preferences node under the Personalize tab, editing the required items and clicking [Save]. For
example, you may hide or display the Popup Window under the Options tab under the
Preferences
node by placing or removing the checkmark next to the ADVISOR Tour field and clicking [Save]. Context
sensitive online help is also available for each field by clicking on [Help].

To make the most out of ADVISOR Enterprise, Chapters 2 through 4 should be thoroughly reviewed to
gain clear understanding of ADVISOR’s key functionality and how it can be configured and managed. This
includes:
 How to add, edit, delete and import various elements such as Tasks, Knowledge, Skills, etc.?
 How to setup/configure Clients?
 How to setup User accounts and assign privileges?
 How to setup Instructional Design and Cost Templates; and why?
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1.5 How is ADVISOR Organized?
ADVISOR has five main components organized within 3 windows (top, left and right – the sizes of the
windows can be adjusted by dragging the border). Once you become familiar with these components, the
system operation and navigation will become fairly simple.
a) Basic Functions (top window) – Actions available to user are presented at the top of the screen. You
can Add, Save, Copy, Delete, Merge, Diverge, add comments/assumptions to a screen (Notes), Print a
screen, Return to previous level (Up), Restore previous values, display context sensitive Help or
Logout. Information is only saved when you click [Save].
b) Path (top window) – Tracks your progress as you navigate through ADVISOR.
c) Tree (left window) – Lists options (folder & nodes) available to user. To expand an option, click on the
[] sign. To view the contents of an option (node), click on corresponding node.
d) Tabs (top of right window) – Data for some nodes are divided into several tabs. Click on tab to view
its contents.
e) Main Window (right window) – Content of each screen/tab is presented in this window.
a

b
d

e

c
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1.6 Basic ADVISOR Functions
Add: To add a Project, Mission, Job, Task, Objective, Course or any other element:
Step 1: Click on corresponding folder (Projects, for example).
Step 2: Click on [Add].
Step 3: Input the desired info.
Step 4: Click on [Save].
2

4

1

3

Edit: To edit a Project, Mission, Job, Task, Objective, Course or any other element:
Step 1: Click on corresponding element (Project A, for example).
Step 2: Modify the desired info.
Step 3: Click on [Save].
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Delete: To delete a Project, Mission, Job, Task, Objective, Course or any other element:
Step 1: Place checkmarks next to the desired records (Project Management Office, for example).
Step 2: Click on [Delete].
2

1

Track Changes: To find out when an element was created, modified or deleted and by whom, click on the
View History icon to display relevant data.
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Edit Multiple Records: To edit multiple Projects, Missions, Jobs, Tasks, Objectives, Courses or any other
elements:
Step 1: Click on the corresponding folder.
Step 2: Click on the Edit All icon.
2

1

The Projects, Missions, Jobs, Tasks, Objectives, Courses, and so forth are presented in an Excel like tabular
format. You may sort the data on any column (Title, for example), or lock (prevent the column from
scrolling), by clicking on the arrow to the right of the column title, and selecting desired option. To edit a
field, click on the field, input or select option. Once the desired fields/records are edited, click the [Save]
button to save all changes.
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Modify Hierarchy: To change the hierarchy or the order of Tasks or Objectives:
Step 1: Click on the corresponding folder.
Step 2: Click on the Edit Tree
icon.
2

1

Tasks or Objectives are presented in a tree like structure. To change the hierarchy or order, simply drag
and drop the tasks or objectives to the desired locations. All links to Missions, Jobs, Objectives, Courses,
etc.; as well as attributes including Knowledge, Skills, Attitudes, References and so forth are preserved.
For example, “Perform risk analysis” sub task may be dragged under the Tasks folder to become a Task.
Moreover, all its links and attributes will remain intact. You may also view and edit the attributes of any
Task or Objective by right clicking on the Task and selecting the Edit option. Once record is edited, click
on [Save] button above the record to save; and the [Save Tasks] button to save hierarchy changes.
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Search and Copy: You can search and copy Missions, Systems, Jobs, Tasks, Performance Objectives,
Courses and so forth, as follows:
Step 1: Click on the desired folder – Mission Analysis, System Analysis, Job Analysis, Tasks Analysis,
Performance Objectives or Course Analysis.
Step 2: Click on the [Search] tab.
Step 3: Select the desired search criterion and click [Save] – more options may be provided – to display
available elements.
2

3
1

Step 4: Select the desired item to copy data from and click [Save].
4

4

Step 5: Place checkmarks next to the desired elements (Tasks, for example) and click [Save] to copy the
elements (Tasks) including attributes and sub elements (Sub Tasks).
5

5
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Import Data: Dozens of Excel Spreadsheets are provided at http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/datacollection-forms/ to simplify and speed offline data collection from Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). The
attributes and options within each form (Job Tasks, for example) are identical to the corresponding (Job
Tasks) fields within ADVISOR. Once completed, the data can be uploaded to ADVISOR Enterprise with a
few mouse clicks, as follows:
Step 1: Click on the folder where data should be imported. Please note that each spreadsheet is designed
to import data under a specific folder within ADVISOR Enterprise. For example, the Mission Tasks
spreadsheet is designed to import Tasks under Missions, while the Job Tasks spreadsheet is
designed to import Tasks under Jobs.
Step 2: Click on the [Import] tab.
Step 3: Click Choose File and select the desired spreadsheet.
Step 4: Row on which data import should start, should be specified in the Start From Row field. The top
4 rows in ADVISOR Excel spreadsheets are reserved for headings and instructions. Collected data
typically starts on the 5th row.
Step 5: Indicate where the data for each field resides within the Excel spreadsheet. For example, if Task
Title is stored in column 1, then input 1; and so forth. Data in Excel spreadsheets is sequentially
mapped to corresponding fields in ADVISOR. You are not required to import all attributes. For
example, if the Status and Task Classification attributes are not required, do not input column
numbers for these fields. ADVISOR will not import data for attributes that have not been assigned
a column number.
Step 6: Click on [Save] to import.
6
2
3
1

4

5

Note: Reference Code is also used for detecting duplicate records. For example, if Job Task is imported,
ADVISOR will 1st verify whether the Job already has a Task with the same Reference Code. If it does, the
following message will appear “Duplicate Records already exist. Overwrite attributes?” If Ok is selected,
the attributes of the Job Task in ADVISOR will be updated. If Cancel is selected, the import will be aborted.
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Setup and Assign Meta Tags: To minimize duplication each time a Mission, System or Project Task is
added, it is stored in a centralized repository. The Tasks can, in-turn, be assigned to any Mission or System
by clicking on the [Select] tab, placing checkmarks next to desired Tasks and clicking [Save].
3
1

2

Similarly, Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes (KSAs) are stored in a centralized repository and can be assigned
to any Task or Objective.
To quickly zero in on desired Tasks or KSAs within a repository, Meta Tags can be created under the Project
Knowledge/Skills Attribute folder and assigned to any Task or KSA by clicking on [Meta Tag] tab, selecting
the desired Meta Tags and clicking Save.
3
2

1
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Specify Items per Page: By default, 10 items (such as Projects, Tasks, Objectives, Knowledge/Skills, and
so forth) are displayed on each page. Once the number of items exceeds 10, the remaining items are
displayed on subsequent pages. The number of pages available for each item is indicated on the top right
as shown below. To display the items within each page, click on the corresponding page number.

You can modify the number of items to be displayed on each page under Options tab for the Preferences
node under the Personalize tab by specifying the number of items to be displayed on each page and
clicking [Save].
2

1
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Limit Access to Data/Analysis: By default, when a new Project, Job, Task, and so forth is created, its Status
is set to Public to permit other Users to find, copy and reuse the Project, Job or Task using the Search
function and in-turn minimize the effort needed to conduct the analysis. This does not imply that other
Users can review and edit your Project, Job or Task. It simply implies that they can reuse. To maintain
anonymity, you can set the Project, Job or Task Status to Private, and in-turn exclude them from the
Search function.

Collaborate with Team: Each analysis including Project, Course and so forth is assigned to a specific User
(Manager) – typically the individual that created the Project or Course. By default, only the Manager can
view the Project or Course and make changes. To allow other Users to review and make changes, the
Project or Course can be shared with them by clicking on the Sharing tab, placing checkmarks next their
name and clicking [Save]. If the Project or Course Manager reports to another User, the Project or Course
will be automatically shared with them. In this case, the checkmark next to the Supervisor name is
presented in read only mode.
3
1

2
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Add Notes: Users may add a Note to any screen by clicking on the Notes button, typing the note in the
new window and clicking [Save]. Notes from other Users are presented in read only mode in the bottom
of the window. Users can only edit or delete their own Notes.
1

2

3
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1.7 Learning ADVISOR
To use ADVISOR, you should know how to perform basic computer, Windows and Browser operations.
For example, how to start and quit applications, selecting commands and dialog box options. To facilitate
the learning process, ADVISOR comes with its own set of online tools. These include:
 Online Tour: a slide show that highlights ADVISOR’s main features. It is presented after User logs on
ADVISOR. You can hide and redisplay by unchecking or rechecking the ADVISOR Tour field under the
Options tab, under the Preferences node under the Personalize tab and clicking Save.
 Video Clips to gain a better understanding of ADVISOR's main functions and features. To view, please
visit the following: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/how-to-video-overview/ .
 Step-by-Step Guides for configuring ADVISOR, as well as conducting mission analysis, system analysis,
competency analysis, job task analysis, media analysis, cost analysis, fidelity analysis, performance
analysis, etc. To view and download, please visit the following: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/userguides/,
 Answers to Frequently Asked Questions are available online at: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/faq1-install/.
 Context Sensitive Online Help can be displayed for each screen by clicking on [Help]. Context sensitive
video clips are also embedded throughout ADVISOR and can be viewed by clicking on the video
icon.
 Basic Excel Data Collection Forms for various ADVISOR data elements along with data import
instructions are available online at: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/data-collection-forms/.
 Detailed Excel Data Collection Forms for Project Tasks, System/Competency Tasks and Job Tasks
along with data import instructions are available online at: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/importdetailed-analysis/.
 Sample Reports from each module are available online at: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/reports/.
 Technical Support: Available 8:00 am to 6:00 pm EST by calling 1 (514) 745-4010. You may also fax
your questions to 1 (514) 745-4011 or E-mail to support@bnhexpertsoft.com.
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Chapter 2: Setup Clients
2.1 Setup New Client
Why Setup Clients: Although instructional design models, in general, are based on the ADDIE process,
the approach tends to vary from one organization to another based on needs. For example, some prefer
a task based approach while other favor a competency based approach. Some capture knowledge/skills
requirements during task analysis while others during objective analysis; and so forth. To facilitate the
management and support of multiple clients with varying requirements, each client can be setup as a
separate entity and configured in line with client’s needs. Of course, if you are only supporting one client
(your organization, for example), then you would only need to setup one in this case.
Step 1: To create a new client, click on the

Clients Setup folder.

Step 2: Click on [Add].
Step 3: Input the Client, Contact Name and other info. Data required by ADVISOR is identified by a red
asterisk (*). Of course, the more data you provide, the better the results.
2

1

3
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Step 4: Click on the [Defaults] tab to specify Annual Productive days, Working Hours per Day, Fringe
Benefits Factor, as well as Currency Exchange, Discount and Inflation Rates for the Client.
Implication: Annual Productive Days, Working Hours per Day and Fringe Benefits Factor will
improve consistency and minimize data entry by automatically populating the corresponding
values for trainees, instructors, administrators, managers and support staff in new courses/
solutions. Of course, users may override these values. Discount and Inflation Rates can greatly
impact the cost of courses and solutions over time.
6
4

5

4

Step 5: To specify # of Employees Eligible for Training, Annual Payroll of Employees, # of Employees
Trained [per year], # of Trainers as well as the Annual Training per Employee [hours] click on the
[Benchmark Data] tab.
Implication: Data is primarily used for generating ATD equivalent benchmark reports.
Step 6: Click [Save] to save data.

Note:
 To copy a Client click on the
copy and click [Copy].

Clients Setup folder, place a checkmark next to the Client you wish to
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2.2 Configure Client – Analysis Required
Step 1: To specify data to be collected and analysis to be conducted click on the [Analysis Required] tab.
Step 2: Select or deselect required items.
By default, all options are selected. By indicating which data/analysis are not needed, ADVISOR
will automatically hide corresponding nodes within all projects for this Client, and in-turn
streamline data collection and reduce time required to conduct the analysis – a very effective way
to configure ADVISOR in line with your needs.
For example, if a Client is only interested in considering Development, Hardware, Administrative,
Management, Trainees, Instructors, Facilities and Support Costs, then the checkmarks for all other
costs should be deselected, as shown below. Of course, these nodes/costs can be reinstated, at
any time, by reselecting the corresponding options and clicking [Save].
Implication: Nodes that correspond to deselected options will be hidden in all projects/courses/
solutions for this Client. For example, Courseware Costs, Transmission Costs, and Maintenance/
Material Costs nodes, in the example below, will be hidden under Cost Analysis under Course
Analysis. This, in-turn, will streamline the interface and reduce time needed to conduct the
analysis. Since Client configuration impacts all projects/courses/solutions assigned to this Client,
these decisions should be carefully assessed.
3
1

2

Step 3: Click [Save] to save the Client’s configuration.
Note: You may also modify the configuration of a single project, course or solution, by turning the Cascade
option off and selecting or deselecting options under the [Analysis Required] tab for the project, course
or solution.
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2.3 Configure Client – Fields Required
You may refine the analysis further by hiding or redisplaying fields within any screen by clicking on the
Filter Display icon to hide or display fields within the screen.

To hide or display fields, select or deselect the corresponding options, indicate whether this should apply
to All, Client or Current Project and click Save.

2

1
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2.4 Configure Client – Delivery Options Supported
Step 1: To indicate Delivery Options supported by the Client, click on the [Delivery Options Supported]
tab.
Step 2: Place checkmarks next to the required options.
By default, all options are selected. A brief description of each Delivery Option can be viewed by
clicking on [Help]. Hard copy is also available in Annex A of the ADVISOR Enterprise “Training
Design”, User Guide.
Implication: Only Delivery Options supported by the Client will be considered in the analysis of
courses assigned to the Client. In other words, even if Video Tapes is the most effective and
economical delivery option, it will not be recommended if the Client does not support Video
Tapes. Moreover, all fields related to Video Tapes within corresponding Templates and Courses
for this Client will be automatically hidden, which in-turn will streamline the interface and reduce
time needed to conduct the analysis. Since Delivery Options selection impacts the analysis and
results of all Courses for the Client, the choices should be carefully assessed.
3
1

2

Step 3: Click [Save] to save delivery options to be considered.
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2.5 Configuration Wizard
To facilitate the configuration process, 18 options are provided to quickly configure a Client in line with
Canadian Air Force, Canadian Army, Canadian Navy, US Air Force, US Army, US Navy, US Marine Corps, UK
Ministry of Defence, as well as various Corporate and Government requirements, by clicking on the
Configuration Wizard icon to display available options, selecting desired option and clicking [Save].
1

2

3

In addition to setting up the currency, DIF model and other parameters, ADVISOR will automatically hide
nodes, folders, fields and reports that are not relevant. You can of course tweak the configuration further
using the Analysis Required, Filter Fields and Delivery Options Supported configuration options outlined
above; or request custom built configurations from BNH to meet specific needs.
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2.6 Select Taxonomy
Taxonomy used by organizations can vary. For example Learning Objectives are referred to as Teaching
Points by the Canadian Department of National Defence and as Key Learning Points by the UK Ministry of
Defence. To change the taxonomy:
Step 1: Click on the Personalize tab
Step 2: Click on the

Preferences node

Step 3: Select the desired option under the Language field. Five options are provided in addition to the
Default, namely: Corporate, Government, Canadian Department of National Defence, UK Ministry
of Defence, and US Department of Defense. Moreover, you have the option to modify the
taxonomy as well as create your own under English (versions 1) and English (version 2). For details,
please refer to Section 2.7 Modify Taxonomy.
Step 4: Click [Save].
1

4

2

3
1
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2.7 Modify Taxonomy
Each taxonomy can be modified to reflect the terminology used by a Client. To modify:
Step 1: Locate relevant files for the desired option using the Table below. Five (5) files are used to define
the taxonomy for each option. The files are stored under the ADVISOR server under the following
directory “…/Advisor/Adv/WEB_INF/classes/language”.

English (Corporate)

nodes_en_US_corps.properties
tabs_en_US_corps.properties
labels_en_US_corps.properties
answers_en_US_corps.properties
messages_en_US_corps.properties

English (Government)

nodes_en_US_govrn.properties
tabs_en_US_govrn.properties
labels_en_US_govrn.properties
answers_en_US_govrn.properties
messages_en_US_govrn.properties

English (Canadian Department of National Defence)

nodes_en_US_cdndnd.properties
tabs_en_US_cdndnd.properties
labels_en_US_cdndnd.properties
answers_en_US_cdndnd.properties
messages_en_US_cdndnd.properties

English (UK Ministry Defence)

nodes_en_US_ukmod.properties
tabs_en_US_ukmod.properties
labels_en_US_ukmod.properties
answers_en_US_ukmod.properties
messages_en_US_ukmod.properties

English (US Department of Defense)

nodes_en_US_usdod.properties
tabs_en_US_usdod.properties
labels_en_US_usdod.properties
answers_en_US_usdod.properties
messages_en_US_usdod.properties

English (Version 1)

nodes_en_US_dndattr.properties
tabs_en_US_dndattr.properties
labels_en_US_dndattr.properties
answers_en_US_dndattr.properties
messages_en_US_dndattr.properties

English (Version 2)

nodes_en_US_dnd.properties
tabs_en_US_dnd.properties
labels_en_US_dnd.properties
answers_en_US_dnd.properties
messages_en_US_dnd.properties
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Each file stores the taxonomy for one of the following ADVISOR elements:
 Nodes are stored in “nodes_en_US_xxx.properties” files. They refer to the titles of folders and nodes
in the tree. For example, “Organization Info”, “Clients Setup”, “Templates”, and so forth.
 Tabs are stored in “tabs_en_US_xxx.properties” files. They refer to the tabs for each node – presented
on top of main work window. For example, “Contact Info”, “Defaults”, “Delivery Options Supported”,
and so forth.
 Labels are stored in “labels_en_US_xxx.properties” files. They refer to the labels for each field –
presented in the work window. For example, “Client”, “Contact Name”, “Address 1”, and so forth.
 Drop Down options to fields are stored in “answers_en_US_xxx.properties” files. They refer to items
that can be selected from a drop down menu – presented in the work window. For example, “square
foot”, “square meter”, and so forth.
 Error and warning messages as well as headers within various html reports are stored in
“messages_en_US_xxx.properties” files.

Tabs

Nodes

Labels

Answers
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Next, identify the Node, Tab, Label or Response ID. To display the IDs:
Step 2: Click on the [Options] tab, under the Preferences node under the [Personalize] tab.
Step 3: Place checkmark next to the Display ID field
Step 4: Click [Save].
Step 5: Click [Ok], when system prompts you to reload ADVISOR.
4
2
2
2

5

3
1

The ID for each Node, Tab, Label, Response and Message is now presented after the text. For example
the ID for Organization Info node is “orgphil”, for Clients Setup node is “ndepartments”, for Contact Info
tab is “tdepartment”, and for the Reference Code label is “tdeparment$Code”.
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Step 6: To modify the text of a Node, Tab, Label, Dropdown Option or Report Header, open the
corresponding nodes_en_US_xxx.properties, tabs_en_US_xxx.properties, labels_en_US_xxx.properties,
answers_en_US_xxx.properties or messages_en_US_xxx.properties file; find the desired Node, Tab,
Label, Dropdown, or Report Header ID; and modify the text.
If the ID does not exist, add the ID on a new line followed by = followed by the desired text. For
example, to change the text of the “Risk Analysis” folder to “Risk Assessment” in English (Version
1), simply add the following line to the nodes_en_US_dndattr.properties file:
experiences=Risk Assessment
Step 7: To view the changes, the web server will need to be “stopped” and “restarted” – to upload the
updated files.
Step 8: Moreover, the “English (Version 1)” option should be selected under the Language field under the
Preferences node under [Personalize] tab as described in Section 2.6.
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2.8 Organize Clients
ADVISOR can easily mirror the hierarchy of Client’s organization. In other words, in addition to setting up
multiple Clients, each Client can be further subdivided into Divisions, as needed. Moreover, since Users
can be assigned to specific Clients or Divisions, data that Users can access can be easily controlled as well.
To setup a Division for a Client:
Step 1: Click on the (Client) node, and set the Sub Divide field to “Yes”.
Step 2: Click [Save] to display the Divisions folder under the (Client) node.
2

1

1
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Step 3: Click on  next to the (Client) node, and click on the Divisions folder.
Step 4: Click on [Add].
Step 5: Input the Division Title, Contact Name as well as other information. Refer to Sections 2.1 to 2.5
for details.
Step 6: Click [Save] to create the Division.
4

6

5
3

Implication:
 Users assigned to a Client can automatically compile, compare and view the results of all analysis
within all Divisions under this Client using the Reports tab. It does not grant them direct access to Job
or Course Analysis within these Divisions. In other words, they cannot modify the analysis; they can
only view the results. For example:
 Chief Learning Officer (CLO) assigned to Headquarters (HQ) can compile and generate reports
from all courses within all Divisions (IT, Sales and Operation) as well as Sub Divisions (Location 1,
Location 2, and Location 3).
 Sales Director assigned to Sales Division can only compile and generate reports from Sales Division
as well as well as Sub Divisions (Location 1, Location 2, and Location 3).
 Sales Manager assigned to Location 1 can only compile and generate reports from courses within
Location 1.
Headquarters

Sales
Division

IT
Division

Location 1
Sub Division

Location 2
Sub Division

Operation
Division

Location 3
Sub Division
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2.9 Configure Organization
Step 1: To specify data to be collected and analysis to be conducted click on the [Analysis Required] tab
under the Organization Info node.
Step 2: Select or deselect required items.
By default, all options are selected. By indicating which data/analysis are not needed, ADVISOR
will automatically hide corresponding nodes for Users, and in-turn streamline data collection and
reduce time required to conduct the analysis – a very effective way to configure ADVISOR in line
with your needs.
For example, if there is no need to consider the Skills and Attributes for Project Accounts Users,
then deselect these options as shown below. Of course, these nodes can be reinstated, at any
time, by reselecting them and clicking [Save].
Implication: Nodes that correspond to deselected options will be hidden for all Users. For
example, the Skills, and Attributes nodes, in the example below, will be hidden under the Project
Accounts. This, in-turn, will streamline the interface and reduce time needed to conduct the
analysis. Since Organization configuration impacts all Users, these decisions should be carefully
assessed.
3
1

2

Step 3: Click [Save] to save the Organization’s configuration.
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2.10 Final Notes
Since Clients and Organization setup and configuration can have a significant impact on the collection and
analysis of data as well as the quality of the results, it should be carefully planned. The following questions
can help you determine the setup that will best meet your needs:
 How many Clients does the organization support? Who is responsible for each Client? Who do they
report to?
 Which delivery options are supported or considered by each Client?
 Which data/analysis is required by each Client?
 How many days per year and hours per day do individuals on average work? What is the Client’s fringe
benefits factor?
 Which reports/data can help executives, directors and managers make better training decisions?
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Chapter 3: Setup Templates & Resources
3.1 Setup Templates & Resources
To speed course analysis, maintain consistency, improve accuracy, identify the type and quantity of
personnel/resources needed, as well as track personnel/resource allocation and utilization; personnel,
resources as well as instructional design templates can be created and shared among users/analysts.
Step 1a: To setup personnel (such as developers, instructors, administrators, managers and support staff)
or resources (such as facilities, equipment, or simulators) click on the Resources folder.
Step 1b: To setup course variables including trainees to instructor ratios and instructor preparation time;
as well as instructional design requirements, technical capabilities, transmission and travel costs
click on the Templates folder.

1

Step 2: To add a Template or a Resource, click on the desired folder under the Template or Resource
folders and click [Add]. For example, to create an Instructional Requirements Template for
Knowledge, click on the
Instructional Requirements folder under the
Templates folder,
click [Add], input parameters under all tabs and click [Save]. You may add as many Templates and
Resources under each category as you need. For example, you may add the following Templates
under Instructional Requirements: Knowledge: Facts, Knowledge: Rules, Knowledge: Procedures,
Knowledge: Problem Solving and so forth.
2b

2e

2d
2c
2a
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Similarly, the costs and availability of pilot and technician instructors can be created by clicking
on the Instructors folder under the Resources folder, clicking [Add], inputting parameters
under the [Attributes] and [Costs] tabs, specifying all media that the Template is applicable to,
under the [Media] tab and clicking [Save].
2b

2e

2d
2c
2a

Notes:
 If Template Status is set to Public, then all Users (Analysts) assigned to this Client can use (i.e., import
data into their courses). It does not imply that they can modify the Template.
 Templates can also be shared with Users (Analysts) assigned to the same Client by clicking on the
Sharing tab, placing checkmarks next to their names and clicking [Save]. In this case, Users with
Manage or Edit Course Templates/Resources privilege can modify the template.
 Equipment and Facilities can also be allocated to the
project management.

Inventory folder, if available, to facilitate

Step 3: Once created, Instructional Requirements Templates can be easily imported within multiple
courses by authorized users under the Requirements node under the Media Analysis folder.

3b

3a
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Similarly, Personnel and Resources Templates can be imported within multiple courses by
authorized users under the

Import Cost Data node under the

Cost Analysis folder.

3b

3a

As you may have also noted, Templates and Resources are highly effective in conducting multiple what if
scenarios. For example, you can quickly assess personnel/resource requirements as well as costs needed
to run a training program using trainees to instructor ratios of 6:1, 12:1 or 18:1 by simply selecting the
corresponding Template and clicking [Save].
Moreover, the icon indicates that the data is cascading from the Template to the Course. In other
words, if the costs of purchasing or operating the equipment (hardware) change, by simply updating the
costs in the Template, the costs of courses that use this template will be automatically updated. You may
of course stop and resume the cascading at any time by clicking on the icon to change to .
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3.2 Find & Copy Templates & Resources
To copy Templates or Resources from other clients:
Step 1: Click on  next to

Templates or

Step 2: Click on desired category

Resources folder to display the categories.

Development, for example.

Step 3: Click on [Search] tab and Select the Client you wish to copy the Template from.
Step 4: Click [Save] to display available templates or resources.
4
3

3

1
2
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Step 5: Select the Templates/Resources you wish to copy.
Step 6: Click [Save] to copy.
6

5

Development templates from selected
Client (Corporate Training Division)
are presented. To copy, select desired
template(s) and click Save.

A copy of selected Templates will appear under the Client.
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Chapter 4: Setup User Accounts
4.1 Introduction
To preserve quality and further simplify the use of ADVISOR Enterprise, privileges can be assigned to each
individual in line with their role, requirements and responsibilities. For example, Job Task Analysis and
Media Analysis can be assigned to Instructional Designers; Personnel/Resource Cost Templates Creation/
Management to Financial Analysts; Reports Generation to Training Managers; Dashboards to Executives,
and so forth. Moreover, all privileges are limited to Clients that Users have been assigned to. For example,
Instructional Designers assigned to School A can only analyze jobs and courses under School A, but not
School B or C.
Users can also collaborate with colleagues – i.e., provide access to their Project Analysis, Job Task Analysis,
Course Analysis, Solution Analysis, Templates, and so forth for review, comments and edits - by clicking
on the Sharing tab, placing checkmarks next to their names and clicking Save. By default, the analysis is
automatically shared with User’s direct supervisor(s) - i.e., individual(s) that User Reports To. Moreover,
managers up the chain can compile, compare and view the results of analysis from all subordinates using
the Reports tab. This does not imply that they have direct access to Job or Course Analysis. In other words,
they cannot modify the analysis; they can only view the results. For example, based on hierarchy below:
 Analyst 1 can view and generate reports on their courses 1 through 4.
 Supervisor 1 can view and generate reports on courses 1 through 8 that belong to Analysts 1 & 2.
 Director cannot view any course, but can generate reports on courses 1 through 12 that belong to
Analysts 1, 2 and 3.

Director

Supervisor 1

Analyst 1

Course 1
Course 2
Course 3
Course 4

Supervisor 2

Analyst 2

Course 5
Course 6
Course 7
Course 8

Analyst 3

Course 9
Course 10
Course 11
Course 12
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4.2 Setup New User Accounts
Create User Accounts
Step 1: To setup an account for a new user, click on the

Users Accounts folder.

Step 2: Click on [Add].
Step 3: Input required information, user’s first name, last name, title, password and email under the
[Account] tab, specify functions that they can perform under the [Privileges] tab and which Clients
they support under [Clients] tab. You may also limit access to ADVISOR to a specific time period
by specifying an expiry date under the [Limits] tab. If no date is specified, User’s account will
expire with the organization, if ADVISOR is licensed on annual basis. Additional details on setting
up Privileges, Clients and Limits are provided below.
User Login is automatically generated, once you click [Save]. By default, User Login is composed
of individual’s first initial and last name. Since each user requires a unique User Login, if the User
Login already exists a digit is added.
Users may edit their Login and Password by clicking on the
Preferences node under the
Personalize folder under [Personalize] tab after they have logged in ADVISOR. Data required by
ADVISOR is identified by a red asterisk (*).
Step 4: Click on [Save].
2

4

1
3

Note:
 Users’ accounts can be deactivated if they do not log into their account within a specific period of
time – specified in the Configuration File. To reactivate these accounts, place checkmark next to the
Reactivate Account field and click [Save].
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Assign Privileges
To indicate what the User can or cannot do:
Step 1: Click on the [Privileges] tab.
Step 2: Place checkmarks next to the desired options. By default, no privileges are assigned to new users.
The System Administrator’s privilege on the other hand, provides the User with access to all data.
A brief description of each function can be viewed by clicking on [Help]. Hard copy is also included
in Annex A.
Implication: If User can Browse, but not Edit, Manage or Perform a function, then the information
is presented in a “read only” mode. If on the other hand, no privileges are assigned for a particular
function, Organization Info, for example, than the corresponding node(s) - Organization Info
in this case – will not be presented to the User. In other words, ADVISOR will automatically hide
all nodes/functions that Users do not have access to.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3
1

2

Privileges can be very effective in:
 Managing tasks within organization. For example, by assigning the Browse Clients Setup and Manage
Financial Templates privileges to a financial analyst, the financial analyst, in this case, will be limited
to setting up Cost Templates for the Clients – but cannot edit or create new Clients. This function may
be assigned to another individual or performed by System Administrator.
 Simplifying the use of ADVISOR and streamlining the interface by only assigning relevant functions to
each User.
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Assign User to Clients
Step 1: To indicate which Client(s) the User supports, click on the [Clients] tab and place checkmarks next
to the corresponding Client(s). By default, new users are not assigned to any Client.
Implication: User can only share data (course analysis, for example) with other Users working with
the same Client. Moreover, User's privileges can only be exercised for the specific Client(s) that
they are assigned to. For example, if George Smith is assigned to Army (client), and his privileges
allow him to manage financial templates, then he can only manage the Army’s financial templates.
Step 2: Click [Save] to assign the user to specific clients.

Limit User’s Storage/Access
The following restrictions can also be imposed on Users’ Accounts under the [Limits] tab:

Number of
Courses

The maximum number of courses the User can manage at a time. It does not limit the
number of analysis that a user may perform, simply the number of analysis that can be
saved at any one time. For example, if 5 courses are assigned to John Smith, then John
Smith can analyze as many courses as he needs, but can only save the results of 5
courses at a time. In other words, once John Smith reaches the 5 courses limit, he can
delete a course and utilize the freed up space to analyze another course. If no courses
are assigned, then the number of courses licensed by the organization limits the
combined number of courses managed by all Users.

Expiry Date

To provide temporary access to a partner or a consultant, for example, specify the expiry
date for the account. In other words, the User will not be able to access the system after
the expiry date. If no date is specified, then the User' account will expire with the
organization, if ADVISOR is licensed annually.
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Specify User’s Supervisors
To indicate who the User reports to - i.e., their Supervisor(s):
Step 1: Click  next to the (User Account) node and click the Report To node.
Step 2: For each Client, place checkmark next to supervisor(s) names.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2
1

Implication:
 All data collected and analysis conducted by User is automatically shared with Supervisors; which inturn enables them to review, comment on and make changes. For example, if James Brown is the
supervisor of Mike Smith, then James Brown can view as well as edit courses analyzed by Mike Smith.
To preserve integrity, all changes, are automatically tracked by ADVISOR, including who made which
change and when.

Approvals Needed
Each individual can define the skills and attributes that they possess, time off needed and accept projects
assigned to them. To indicate if Supervisor’s approval is needed for any of these items:
Step 1: Click  next to the (User Account) node and click the
Step 2: Place checkmarks next to items that require approval.
Step 3: Click [Save].

Approval node.

3

1

2

Implication:
 Supervisor will receive email each time an item that requires approval has been added or modified
for approval.
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Employee & Project Team Member Classification
By default, new Users are considered Employees of the Clients/Divisions that they are assigned to, and a
member of the Project Team. In other words they can be associated with specific Jobs/Roles that are being
analyzed and assigned Tasks under a Project. To indicate that a User is not an Employee or member of
the Project Team:
Step 1: Click  next to the (User Account) node and click the Classification node.
Step 2: For each Client/Division, change the desired classification to No.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2
1

Limit User’s Access to Divisions
By default, Users are automatically assigned to all of the Divisions of the Clients that they support. If access
to Divisions is not required:
Step 1: Click  next to the (User Account) node and click on
Step 2: Uncheck Divisions that User should not have access to.
Step 3: Click [Save].

Access To node.

3

1

2

Implication:
 By default, Users can compile, compare and view the results of all analysis within all Divisions under
Client they are assigned to, under the Reports tab. For example, if Mike Smith is assigned to the Army,
and is permitted through privileges to generate Training Requirements reports, then he can forecast
training activities on both the East Coast and West Coast – i.e., compile data from all courses within
these Divisions with no direct access to Course Analysis (cannot edit). By unchecking the West Coast
Division, Mike Smith will no longer be able to compile data from that Division.
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4.3 Define User Privileges
User Privileges are defined under the Define User Privileges folder under the Advanced Functions
folder. To preserve consistency and facilitate the assignment of User Privileges, System Administrators
can create job or role specific user privileges as follows:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
2

Click on the Define User Privileges folder under the Advanced Functions folder.
Click Add.
Input Privilege Group Title, Jobs, for example, and the order in which it should appear.
Click [Save] to create.
4

3
1

Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
Step 8:
Step 9:
6

Click  next to the (Jobs) node and click on the Privileges folder.
Click Add.
Input Privilege Title, Instructional Designers, for example, and the order in which it should appear.
Click on Attributes tab and select desired attributes for the Instructional Designers, for example.
Click [Save] to create.
9
8

5

8
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The newly created Instructional Design privilege can now be assigned to any User by clicking on the User
name under the
User Accounts folder, clicking on the Privileges tab, placing checkmark next to
Instructional Designer and click Save.
4
2

3

1

4.4 Manage Preferences
Users can modify personal preferences such as User ID, Password, Taxonomy, Number of Items per Page
and so forth. To modify personal preferences:
Step 1: Click the Preferences node, under the Personalize folder under the [Personalize] Tab.
Step 2: Modify defaults under the Password and Options tabs.
Step 3: Click [Save] to confirm changes.
3
1
2
1

2

Notes:
 Users can indicate the Skills and Attributes they possess under the

Skills and

Attributes nodes.

 Detailed description of Preferences is provided in Annex B.
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4.5 Final Notes
Privileges are highly effective in mapping Users roles and responsibilities to specific functions within
ADVISOR. For example, instructional designers may be granted the privilege of performing mission
analysis, system analysis and job tasks analysis; financial analysts the privilege of creating and managing
cost templates; training managers the privilege of forecasting Training Requirements; and so forth. By
limiting User privileges to relevant functions, data integrity can be maintained and the use of ADVISOR
simplified. For these reasons, the assignment of privileges should be carefully planned.
To help you figure out which privileges should be assigned to each individual, the following questions
should be considered:
 Who should be the System Administrator?
 Who should manage Clients?
 Who should create and maintain Cost Templates?
 Who should manage Users Accounts?
 Who should manage Course Classification?
 Who will be conducting Mission, System, Competency, Job Task and Knowledge/Skill Gap Analysis?
 Who will be conducting Media Analysis?
 Who will be conducting Cost Analysis?
 Who will be conducting Performance Analysis?
 Who will be setting-up project plans and monitoring resource utilization?
 Who will be forecasting the costs of training programs?
 Who needs access to various Reports?

Remember that context sensitive help is also available for each screen by clicking on [Help] and video clips
on how to perform specific functions by clicking on the
icon. Once ADVISOR is configured in line with
needs, you can start your Analysis! Check out the Training Analysis as well as other Step by Step and User
Guides at http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/user-guides-version-12/.
Enjoy!
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Annex A – User Account Privileges
Follows is a brief description of User Privileges. Please note that you may not have access to all user
privileges. Only privileges that correspond to the licensed ADVISOR modules will be presented. Additional
privileges may also be defined by you under the Define Users Privileges folder under the Advanced
Functions folder.
Privilege
System Administrator

Search

Description
To configure ADVISOR, set-up privileges, manage User Accounts as well
as resolve various performance issues. Users with System Administrator
privilege can access all accounts, clients and analysis.
To allow user to search, copy and reuse data throughout ADVISOR. The
following privilege may be assigned to a User:
 Perform. Users can access Search tabs within their work area. For
example, if User has the privilege to perform Job Analysis, then they
can access the Search tabs under Task Analysis and Performance
Objectives. Otherwise, all Search tabs will be hidden.
To access the Dashboard tab – i.e., key performance indicators of various
Clients. The following privilege may be assigned to a User:

Dashboard

Documents

 Perform. Users can view the key performance indicators for various
clients including Training Alignment, Gaps and Duplications; Training
Costs & Personnel/Resource Requirements; Cost Drivers; Training
Cost per individual and Time to Competency; Personnel/Resources
Utilization/Bottlenecks; and Media Recommendations. Users can
also drill down on each item for more details.
To allow user to upload documents to ADVISOR. The following privilege
may be assigned to a User:
 Perform. Users can upload documents to ADVISOR, as well as setup
Meta Tags to quickly locate relevant documents.
To view and edit organization contact info as well as set-up default
values. In other words to access the
Organization Info node. The
following privileges may be assigned to a User:

Organization Info

 Browse (need to know users). To identify the point of contact and
view settings. In other words, User can view, but not edit the data.
 Edit (system administrators). To edit contact info as well as set-up
default values for Date Format, Base Currency and Language.
To set-up and configure Clients and Divisions. The following privileges
may be assigned to a User:

Clients Setup

 Manage (training directors/managers, analysts, etc.). To set-up as
well as configure Clients. This includes training manager contact
info, currency, date format, training analysis model, default values,
benchmark data, delivery options supported and analysis
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required. Note that Users can only manage Clients that they have
created or assigned to.
 Browse (need to know users). To view the default settings of Clients,
but not edit. Note that Users can only view Clients that they are
assigned to.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit contact info as well as default values
and various settings. However, User cannot create a new Client nor
delete an existing Client. Note that Users can only edit Clients that
they are assigned to.
To create instructional design, personnel (administrative, development,
instructors, management and support), and resource (courseware,
facilities and hardware) templates that can be used within multiple
Courses. The following privileges may be assigned to a User:
 Manage All (training/project managers, instructional designers,
analysts, etc.). To create as well as manage instructional design as
well as financial Templates and Resources. Note that Users can only
manage the Templates/Resources of Clients they are assigned to.

Course
Templates/Resources

 Manage Instructional Templates (training managers, instructional
designers, etc.). To create as well as manage Instructional Design
Templates. Note that Users can only manage Templates of Clients
they are assigned to.
 Manage Financial Templates (training/project managers, financial
analysts, etc.). To create as well as manage Financial Templates and
Resources. Note that Users can only manage Templates and
Resources of Clients they are assigned to.
 Browse (need to know users). To view data within Templates and
Resources, but not edit. Note that Users can only view Templates
and Resources shared with them under Clients they are assigned to.


Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit data within Templates and Resources.
However, User cannot create new Templates or Resources nor
delete an existing Template or Resource. Note that Users can only
edit Templates or Resources shared with them under Clients they
are assigned to.

To evaluate organizational readiness for the introduction of new learning
technologies. The following privileges may be assigned to a User:

Risk Analysis

 Perform (training managers, analysts, etc.). To assess the risks and
additional costs needed to successfully introduce a new learning
technology – such as retraining of development, delivery and
support staff, setup communication plan, changes to policies/
procedures, etc. Note that Users can only analyze the risks of Clients
that they are assigned to.
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 Browse (need to know users). To view risk analysis, but not
edit. Note that Users can only view risk analysis of Clients that they
are assigned to.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit risk analysis. However, User cannot
set-up a new analysis nor delete an existing analysis. Note that Users
can only edit the risk analysis of Clients that they are assigned to.
To set-up the Inventory (i.e., facilities, equipment, hardware, etc.) for the
Client. The following privileges may be assigned to a User:
 Manage (project/resource managers). To set-up Inventory including
attributes, availability, maintenance schedule as well as resource
manager. Note that Users can only setup Inventory for Clients they
are assigned to.
Inventory

 Browse (need to know users). To view Inventory including attributes,
but not edit. Note that Users can only browse the inventory of
Clients they are assigned to.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit Inventory attributes. However, User
cannot set-up a new item nor delete an existing item. Note that
Users can only edit the inventory attributes of Clients they are
assigned to.
To set-up weekends, holidays, time off, etc. In other words, dates that
will be blocked off the calendars of all projects. The following privilege
may be assigned to a User:

Time Off

 Manage (system administrator, training/project managers, etc.). To
setup weekends, holidays, time off, etc. – i.e., dates that will be
blocked off the calendars of all projects for a Client. Note that Users
can only setup time off for Clients that they are assigned to.
To set-up Users' accounts including privileges. The following privileges
may be assigned to a User:

Users Accounts

 Manage (system administrators, training/project managers, etc.).
To set-up User accounts including privileges, Clients they support,
who they report to, and so forth. With the exception of system
administrators, Users can only assign privileges that they possess,
and manage the User Accounts of the Clients they are assigned to.
 Browse (need to know users). To view User Accounts, but not
edit. Note that Users can only browse the User Accounts of the
Clients that they are assigned to.
To set-up common classification of available/desired Skills. The following
privilege may be assigned to a User:

Master Skills List

 Manage (analysts, training/project managers, etc.). To set-up
common classification of the Skills possessed/needed by team
members. Skill is defined as an ability to perform a task or activity
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consistently over a period of time. Skills can be mental and/or
physical and are acquired through education, training or practice.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they
can view and edit each other’s work.
To set-up common classification of available/desired Attributes. The
following privilege may be assigned to a User:

Master Attributes List

 Manage (analysts, training/project managers, etc.). To set-up
common classification of Attributes possessed/needed by team
members. Attribute is defined as a characteristic that a User may
possess – for example, citizenship, security level, etc.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they can
view and edit each other’s work.
To set-up common classification for various activities. The following
privilege may be assigned to a User:

Master Activities List

 Manage (system administrator, training/project managers, etc.). To
set-up common classification for various team members activities.
For example, vacation, training, holiday, etc.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they can
view and edit each other’s work.
To set-up common attributes (meta tags) for Courses. The attributes
(meta tags) are used to build queries to zero in on required data. The
following privilege may be assigned to a User:

Course Classification

 Manage (executives, training directors/manager, line managers,
analysts, etc.). To set-up common attributes (meta tags) for Courses
under the Set-up Attributes folder under the Advanced Functions
folder. Courses may be classified, as an example, by region/location,
skill/competency, job function, etc.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they can
view and edit other’s work.

Track Usage

To find out how many Courses have been created, how many Users are
active, and how much time they are spending in ADVISOR. In other
words, access Track Usage node under the Advanced Functions folder.
The following privileges may be assigned to a User:
 Generate Reports (system administrators). To track who, when and
how much ADVISOR is being used.
To conduct Needs Assessment - a systematic process for determining and

Scope

addressing needs or gaps between current conditions and desired
conditions or wants. The following privileges may be assigned to a User:

 Perform (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To identify gaps in
mission/goals or tasks performed by various jobs/roles; the root
cause of the problem and plausible solutions.
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To define project’s missions/goals, and access Project Reports. The
following privileges may be assigned to a User:
 Perform (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To identify projects’
missions/goals. This includes documenting and prioritizing missions/
goals including impact on parent units and desired performance.
Mission/Goal Analysis

 Browse (need to know users). To view mission analysis, but not
edit. Note that Users can only view the mission analysis of Projects
shared with them.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit mission analysis. However, User
cannot create a new analysis nor delete an existing analysis. Note
that Users can only edit the mission analysis of Projects shared with
them.
To identify systems or competencies. The following privileges may be
assigned to a User:
 Perform (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To identify systems
or competencies.

System/Competency
Analysis

 Browse (need to know users). To view systems or competencies, but
not edit. Note that Users can only browse systems/competencies
shared with them.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.) To edit system/competency analysis. However,
User cannot create a new system/competency nor delete an existing
system/competency. Note that Users can only edit systems/
competencies shared with them
To identify jobs/roles including duties. The following privileges may be
assigned to a User:
 Perform (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To identify duties
needed to perform a job/role. User will also have access to Job
Knowledge/Skills, job aids, policies and tools.

Job Analysis

 Browse (need to know users). To view job/role analysis, but not
edit. Note that Users can only view job analysis shared with them.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit job analysis. However, User cannot
create a new analysis nor delete an existing analysis. Note that Users
can only edit job analysis shared with them.
To define various Job/Role attributes. The following privileges may be
assigned to a User:

Job Attributes

 Edit Financial Data (training/project managers, financial analysts,
etc.). To define jobs/roles annual salaries, fringe benefits, annual
productive days, working hours per day and lost opportunity costs.
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 Edit Characteristics (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To
define jobs/roles resistance to change, motivation, reading ability,
computer skill and access to various technologies.
 Edit Attitudes (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To define
jobs/roles and management attitudes towards various training
technology.
 Browse (need to know users). To view jobs/roles financial data,
characteristics and attitudes, but not edit. Note that Users can only
browse jobs/roles shared with them
To identify tasks needed to conduct a mission, operate/maintain/
support a system and perform a job/role. The following privileges may
be assigned to a User:

Task Analysis

 Perform (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To identify tasks
needed to conduct a mission, operate/maintain/support a system
and perform a job/role including knowledge/skills, job aids, policies
and tools. Note that Users can only perform tasks analysis under
missions, systems or jobs/roles shared with them. In other words, if
User is not assigned Mission or System Privileges, then they can only
perform the task analysis under jobs/roles.
 Browse (need to know users). To view task analysis under missions,
systems and jobs/roles, but not edit. Note that Users can only view
task analysis under missions, systems or jobs shared with them.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit task analysis. However, User cannot
create a new tasks nor delete an existing task. Note that Users can
only edit tasks under missions, systems or jobs shared with them.
To identify performance and enabling objectives for missions, systems
and jobs/roles. The following privileges may be assigned to a User:

Objective Analysis

 Perform (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To identify
objectives for missions, systems and jobs/roles including
knowledge/skills, job aids, policies, tools, knowledge/skill gaps and
training requirements. Note that Users can only perform objective
analysis under missions, systems or jobs/roles shared with them. In
other words, if User is not assigned Mission or System Privileges,
then they can only perform the objective analysis under jobs/roles.
 Browse (need to know users). To view objective analysis under
missions, systems and jobs/roles, but not edit. Note that Users can
only view objective analysis under missions, systems or jobs shared
with them.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit objective analysis. However, User
cannot create a new objective nor delete an existing objective. Note
that Users can only edit objectives under missions, systems or jobs
shared with them.
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To generate various types of reports under the Analyze tab. The
following privileges may be assigned to a User:
 All Reports (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To generate all
Mission, System and Job/Role reports. Note that Users can only
generate reports under missions, systems or jobs/roles shared with
them. In other words, if User is not assigned Mission or System
Privileges, then they can only generate reports under jobs/roles.

Generate Analyze Reports

 Tasks Reports (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To generate
Task related reports under Missions, Systems and Jobs/Roles. Note
that Users can only generate reports under missions, systems or
jobs/roles shared with them. In other words, if User is not assigned
Mission or System Privileges, then they can only generate task
reports under jobs/roles.
 Objectives Reports (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To
generate Objective related reports under Missions, Systems and
Jobs/Roles. Note that Users can only generate reports under
missions, systems or jobs/roles shared with them. In other words, if
User is not assigned Mission or System Privileges, then they can only
generate objective reports under jobs/roles.
To specify data that can be imported. The following privileges may be
assigned to a User:
 Import Project Tasks (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To
import Project Task Analysis Excel files. This includes Tasks, Sub
Tasks, Steps and Knowledge/Skills along with relevant attributes.

Import Analyze Data

 Import System Tasks (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To
import System/Competency Task Analysis Excel files. This includes
Tasks, Sub Tasks, Steps, Performance/Enabling Objectives,
Knowledge/Skills and Learning Objectives along with relevant
attributes.
 Import Job Tasks (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To import
Job Task Analysis, Job Task Analysis Report (RCAF) and Job Task
Analysis (RAAF) Excel files. This includes Tasks, Sub Tasks, Steps,
Performance/Enabling Objectives, Knowledge/Skills and Learning
Objectives along with relevant attributes.
To indicate the System/Competency Proficiency Level required by each
job/role. The following privilege may be assigned to a User:

Job Proficiency Levels

 Manage (system administrator, training/project managers, etc.). To
indicate the system/competency proficiency level required by each
job/role/occupation.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they can
view and edit each other’s work.
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To manage knowledge and skills needed by all jobs under a project. The
following privilege may be assigned to a User:

Team Knowledge/Skills

 Manage (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To add, edit or
delete the knowledge and skills needed by all jobs under a
project. Although individuals analyzing specific jobs can add/edit
knowledge and skills for their position, which in-turns adds/modifies
the knowledge and skills under the team knowledge/skills, only
Users with Manage Team Knowledge/Skills can delete knowledge/
skills under the team – and in-turn delete the corresponding data
under all jobs under the project.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they
can view and edit each other’s work.
To manage job aids needed by all jobs under a project. The following
privilege may be assigned to a User:

Project Job Aids

 Manage (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To add, edit or
delete job aids needed by all jobs under a project. Although
individuals analyzing specific jobs can add/edit job aids for their
position, which in-turns adds/modifies job aids under project job
aids, only Users with Manage Project Job Aids can delete job aids
under the project – and in-turn delete the corresponding data under
all jobs under the project.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they
can view and edit each other’s work.
To manage policies needed by all jobs under a project. The following
privilege may be assigned to a User:

Project Policies

 Manage (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To add, edit or
delete policies needed by all jobs under a project. Although
individuals analyzing specific jobs can add/edit policies for their
position, which in-turns adds/modifies policies under project
policies, only Users with Manage Project Policies can delete policies
under the project – and in-turn delete the corresponding data under
all jobs under the project.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they
can view and edit each other’s work.
To manage tools needed by all jobs under a project. The following
privilege may be assigned to a User:

Project Tools

 Manage (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To add, edit or
delete tools needed by all jobs under a project. Although individuals
analyzing specific jobs can add/edit tools for their position, which inturns adds/modifies tools under project tools, only Users with
Manage Project Tools can delete tools under the project – and inturn delete the corresponding data under all jobs under the project.
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Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they
can view and edit each other’s work.
To set-up the references for the Project. The following privilege may be
assigned to a User:
Project References

 Manage (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To identify and
document references applicable to all Tasks under the Project – user
manuals, for example.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they can
view and edit each other’s work.
To set-up the acronyms for the Project. The following privilege may be
assigned to a User:

Project Acronyms

 Manage (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To identify and
document acronyms for the Project.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they can
view and edit each other’s work.
To set-up common attributes (meta tags) for Tasks, Knowledge and Skills.
The attributes (meta tags) can be used to quickly identify relevant Tasks,
Knowledge and Skills. The following privilege may be assigned to a User:

Project Knowledge/Skills
Attributes

 Manage (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To set-up common
attributes (meta tags) for Tasks, Knowledge and Skills. For example,
Knowledge and Skill for a specific system or domain.
Note: If multiple individuals are assigned this privilege, then they can
view and edit each other’s work.
To collect financial as well as instructional design data from course
managers, subject matter experts, etc. The following privileges may be
assigned to a User:
 Key Financial & Instructional Data (course managers, subject matter
experts, etc.). To collect key financial and instructional design data
on training programs/courses – i.e., access the
Data Collection
Wizard folder. However, Users will not have access to the results.

Course Data Collection

 Detailed Financial & Instructional Data (course managers, subject
matter experts, etc.). To collect all financial and instructional design
data on training programs/courses – i.e., access to the
Course
Analysis folder. However, Users will not have access to the results.
 Key Instructional Data (course managers, subject matter experts,
etc.). To collect key instructional design data on training programs/
courses – i.e., access the Instructional Requirements tab under the
Data Collection Wizard folder. However, Users will not have
access to the results.
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 Detailed Instructional Data (course managers, subject matter
experts, etc.). To collect all instructional design data on training
programs/courses – i.e., access instructional design nodes under the
Course Analysis folder. However, Users will not have access to
the results.
 Key Financial Data (course managers, subject matter experts,
etc.). To collect key financial data on training programs/courses –
i.e., access Cost factors tab under the
Data Collection Wizard
folder. However, Users will not have access to the results.
 Detailed Financial Data (course managers, subject matter experts,
etc.). To collect all financial data on training programs/courses – i.e.
access all cost nodes under the Course Analysis folder. However,
Users will not have access to the results.
To determine the most cost effective and economical blend of delivery
options. The following privileges may be assigned to a User:
 Perform Detailed Analysis (training/course managers, instructional
designers, analysts, etc.). To determine the most economical blend
of delivery options that meet organizational, learning and learner
needs.
Course Analysis

 Perform Media Analysis (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To
identify plausible delivery options – i.e., how well each media meets
learner, learning & organization needs (non-financial requirements).
 Perform Cost Analysis (training/course managers, financial analysts,
etc.). To compute and compare direct and indirect costs of viable
delivery options.
 Browse (need to know users). To view course analysis under various
Programs, but not edit. Note that Users can only view course analysis
shared with them.
To identify the fidelity requirements of training devices for a project. The
following privileges may be assigned to a User:

Fidelity Analysis

 Perform (training managers, analysts, etc.). To determine the fidelity
requirements of training devices by analyzing jobs that will utilize the
training device; training requirements (i.e. performance/enabling
objective or learning objectives); synthetic environment; synthetic
environment elements sensory cues requirements, etc. Note that
Users can only assess the fidelity requirements of Clients they are
assigned to.
 Browse (need to know users). To view fidelity analysis, but not
edit. Note that Users can only view fidelity analysis shared with them

Project Management

To generate project plans as well as monitor progress. The following
privilege may be assigned to a User:
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 Manage (project managers, etc.). To setup project phases and tasks,
timelines, assign personnel and resources, generate project plan as
well as monitor progress.
 Browse (need to know users). To view project plans, but not
edit. Note that Users can only view the plans of projects shared with
them.
To assess units’ ability to achieve missions/goals and individuals' ability
to perform tasks. The following privileges may be assigned to a User:

Performance Analysis

 Perform (instructional designers, analysts, line managers, etc.). To
evaluate teams’ ability to achieve missions/goals and individuals’
ability to perform tasks. This includes identifying and documenting
performance gaps, conducting root cause analysis to identify the
cause of the problem and plausible solutions, and identifying
knowledge, skills, attitudes, job aids and tools needed to close the
performance gap.
 Browse (need to know users). To view performance analysis, but not
edit. Note that Users can only browse the performance analysis of
Projects and Jobs shared with them.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit performance analysis. However, User
cannot create a new analysis nor delete an existing analysis. Note
that Users can only edit the performance analysis of Projects and
Jobs shared with them.
To define objective, quantifiable measures for evaluating missions/goals
performance. The following privileges may be assigned to a User:
 Manage (instructional designers, analysts, line managers, etc.). To
define objective measures for assessing the monetary value of
performance gaps in missions/goals.

Performance Indicators

 Browse (need to know observers). To view performance indicators,
but not edit. Note that Users can only browse the performance
indicators of Projects shared with them.
 Edit (reviewers, etc.). To edit performance indicators. However, User
cannot create a new indicator nor delete an existing indicator. Note
that Users can only edit the performance indicators of Projects
shared with them.
To determine the effectiveness as well as the costs of plausible solutions
for performance deficiencies (gaps). The following privilege may be
assigned to a User:

Solution Analysis

 Perform (instructional designers, analysts, etc.). To analyze the
effectiveness, as well as upfront and recurring costs and resources
needed to develop, administer, manage and support plausible
solutions to performance deficiencies (gaps).
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 Browse (need to know users). To view solution analysis, but not
edit. Note that Users can only view solution analysis shared with
them.
To manage Resources – i.e., approve resource time allocation on various
projects and resolve conflicts. The following privilege may be assigned to
a User:
Resource Management

 Manage (resource managers). To approve the assignment of
resources to various projects as well as resolve time conflicts. Note
that Users can only manage the resources of Clients they are
assigned to.
To generate various types of reports by compiling data from various
missions, systems, jobs, tasks, courses, solutions and projects. The
following privileges may be assigned to a User:
 All Reports (performed by executives, training directors/managers,
line managers, instructional designers, analysts, etc.). Access to all
available reports under the Reports tab. Note that access to data
from other Users is limited through privileges.
 Training Requirements & Benchmarks (executives, training
directors/managers, line managers, instructional designers,
analysts, etc.). Reports on which training programs are planned this
quarter, next quarter or next year; and what are the training
requirements for each job/employee. Note that access to data from
other Users is limited through privileges.

Generate Reports

 Maximize Training Impact (executive, training directors/managers,
line managers, instructional designers, analysts, etc.). Reports that
focus on driving training efficiency by aligning training with
operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training
with minimal value; uncovering cost drivers; forecasting and
comparing the costs of viable delivery options; improving resource
allocation; identifying/mitigating bottlenecks; assessing the impact
of change and so forth. Note that access to data from other Users is
limited through privileges.
 Forecast Training Budget, Personnel & Resources (executives,
training directors/managers). Reports that focus on budget,
personnel and resource requirements. For example, how much
money, personnel and resources are needed for each course and in
total; what type of resources, personnel and skills are required,
available or in short supply; what is the impact of changes to
throughput, course length and delivery method on budget,
personnel and resources; and so on. Note that access to data from
other Users is limited through privileges.
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 Manage Projects, Personnel & Resources (training directors/
managers, line managers). Reports that focus on managing projects
to keep on time and within budget, by optimizing the utility of
personnel and resources. Note that access to data from other Users
is limited through privileges.
 Evaluate Costs & Impact (executives, training directors/managers,
line managers). Reports that focus on assessing the costs and impact
of training interventions. For example, actual costs vs. forecasted
costs and return on investment – i.e. revenue generated, reduced
cost, increase productivity, etc. Note that access to data from other
Users is limited through privileges.

Personal Preferences

To manage login, password and interface as well as projects assigned to
User. In other words access to the [Personalize] tab. The following
privilege may be assigned to a User:
 Edit (all users). To modify personal login, password and interface as
well manage projects assigned to them.
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Annex B – Preferences Details
Manage Password and Contact Info [Password] tab
Option
User Login

Description
To change your Login. Login should be unique with a minimum of 6 characters.
It is also case sensitive.

Password

To change your password. Password should be a minimum of 6 characters. It
is also case sensitive.

Email Address

To specify or modify email address. Email addresses are needed to reset
password as well as alerting Users of new projects, approval of skills, attributes
and time-off, as well as other updates.

Phone Number

To indicate the preferred phone number that project managers, supervisors
and colleagues can reach you.

Location

To indicate work location. Alerts project manager, supervisor and colleagues
of time differences, if any.

Language

To facilitate the use of ADVISOR, all taxonomy can be modified to reflect the
terminology used by the Client. For example, "Interactive Courseware" can be
used instead of "Computer Based Training”. In addition to the English (Default)
option, five taxonomies are included with ADVISOR to reflect terminology
typically used in Corporate, Government, Canadian, UK and US Ministries of
Defence. To change the taxonomy, select the desired "Language" and click
[Save]. Refer to Sections 2.6 and 2.7 for more details.

Manage Interface [Options] tab
Option
ADVISOR Tour

Description
To display/hide the ADVISOR Online Tour. Although beneficial for 1st time
Users, the ADVISOR Tour is not needed by experienced users. You may display
or suppress the ADVISOR Tour by placing or removing the checkmark next to
the "ADVISOR Tour" field and clicking Save.

Auto Search

To enable or disable the Auto Search function. The Auto Search automatically
displays missions, systems, jobs, tasks, knowledge/skills, courses, etc., within
ADVISOR that matches your input – starts the match after 5 characters. Once
options are displayed, you can select and copy desired mission, system, job,
task, knowledge/skill, course, etc., including all attributes in one click.

Display Dashboards

The dashboard tab is automatically displayed to users with administrative or
Dashboard Perform privilege. You may display or hide the Dashboard tab by
placing or removing the checkmark next to "Display Dashboards" field and
clicking Save.
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Display ID

To display the codes for nodes, tabs and labels. The codes are needed to
modify the ADVISOR taxonomy. For example, “Learning Objectives' can be
changed to "Teaching Points" and so on. Refer to Section 2.7 for details.
Note: When Display ID is checked or unchecked, the User will be prompted to
reload ADVISOR to refresh the display – i.e., show or hide the Codes.

Items per Page

To indicate the number of items (i.e., Clients, Users, Courses, Tasks, etc.) to
display under a folder. When the number of items is exceeded, the remaining
items are displayed under new pages. Can vary from 1 to 99.

Items per Tab

To indicate the number of items (i.e., Knowledge/Skills, Tools, References, etc.)
to display under a tab. When the number of items is exceeded, the remaining
items are displayed under new pages. Can vary from 1 to 999.

Import Style

Two venues may be used to specify how data should be imported from a file:
 Dropdown: Select column # from dropdown menu
 Text: Input column # in field

Filter %

To minimize duplication, fuzzy logic is used to identify duplicate Knowledge/
Skills, Job Aids, Policies and Tools under each Project by clicking on the Filter
Duplicates icon under Team Knowledge/Skills folder, for example. Once
similar items are detected they are presented in a group. Users can merge
similar entities and in-turn minimize duplication while preserving existing links;
or improve future recognitions by flagging items that are not similar, The Filter
% indicates how closely should the items match, before placing them in the
same group. The higher the % the closer the required match. For example, if
100% is specified, then only items that perfectly match each other are placed
in same group.

HTML Theme

To change the color theme – ADVISOR display. The following six color themes
may be selected: Green (default), Purple, Blue, Brown, Red and Charcoal.

Customize Task
Display

ADVISOR does not impose any restriction on the number of levels that a Task
can be subdivided. However, the default terminology is limited to Task and Sub
Task. In other words, even if a Sub task is subdivided further, the next level is
also referred to as Sub Task. If you limit the Task breakdown to 4 levels, than
the Customize Task Display provides unique term for each of the top 4 levels
namely: Task, Sub Task, Step and Sub Step. If 1st Task is Classified as Team, than
the next level is also classified as Task.

Generate Reports on
Server

Large html reports (40+ MB) can take a long time to generate and display. By
selecting this option, Training Needs Analysis (TNA), Job Analysis, Course
Analysis, Solution Analysis as well as other reports are generated on the server;
and the User is notified by email once it is ready for download.

Generate History
Reports on Server

Online history reports are limited to the past 30 days. To generate a history
report that goes beyond 30 days, place checkmark next to this option and click
Save. Once, the report is generated, email is sent to the User with results.
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Manage Job Description [Job Description] tab
Relevant information can be specified in this section to assist Project Managers in assessing the suitability
of individuals to various Tasks.
Specify Availability [Work Hours] tab
Number of Days individual works per year as well as working hours per day are specified in this section.
This information is critical for accurately assessing availability to carry out specific Projects/Tasks as well
as overall utilization rate.
Anticipated Retirement Date [Retirement] tab
To assist Project Managers in assigning personnel to various Tasks as well as alert managers of potential
shortages in various skills.
Current Privileges [Privileges tab]
To view current privileges.
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